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CONTEXT

I began Reading Golden Time when teaching in 

Year 4 as an NQT in 2016. 

Now in my 5th year of teaching, Reading Golden 

Time has become an embedded part of my 

teaching practice, within a one form entry school 

in Cambridgeshire. 



RESEARCH INSPIRATION AND RATIONALE

The ‘Teachers as Readers’ research highlighted the impact 

of Reading Teachers. Such teachers both read and critically 

reflect upon their experience of reading (Cremin et al., 

2014).  In reflecting on my own reading, I realised I value the 

space and time to read and share my reading or have short 

discussions about texts. This research and my reflection 

made me review the way in which we promote reading 

within school and the organisation of reading times. 



AIMS

To develop independent reading time in my classroom 

 To develop the reading environment such that children feel 

relaxed and assured enough to read and discuss their 

reading in this time

To encourage children to broaden their reading repertoires



OUTLINE
When I initially started this project 

back in 2016, children were given 
40 minutes on a Friday afternoon 
to engage in reading of any form 
that they enjoyed. 

Children took ownership of the 
classroom, moving around 
furniture, blankets and cushions to 
create their own reading 
environment (often including 
dens!)



Five years later and Reading Golden 

Time has continued to be a core part 

of my classroom practice. 

One change that has occurred as a 

result of work with Teresa Cremin and 

my MEd focusing on non-fiction is the 

inclusion of book blankets prior to our 

Reading Golden Time. For this, I 

choose a range of texts on a 

particular theme or genre and provide 

children with time to explore prior to 

our reading time.  



IMPACT
 Children appear to relish the chance to sit back and read texts individually and in 

small groups. They enjoy taking ownership of the classroom environment, moving 
furniture and creating their own reading space.

 Even in the midst of COVID, children brought in texts from home (quarantined!) to 
share with their peers in our Reading Golden Time. 

 In September after our full return to school, children were initially quite reluctant to 
share their opinions and would typically read on their own in Reading Golden 
Time, but now (December), they regularly sit with friends and share the reading 
experience. 

 Their journey has been supported by the relaxed nature of the space, the 
opportunities, often triggered by me, to talk and the chance to explore new texts 
through undertaking regular book blankets. 

“Sharing my favourite book with my best friend is great – even if she doesn’t like it 

as much as me!” Nora



 Book blankets – these have had a big impact both on children’s 

confidence to explore a range of texts during our Reading Golden 

Time and to talk about them. Children have 10 minutes to explore the 

texts with friends and share their thoughts, before Reading Golden 

Time, where they can sit back and explore their chosen text in greater 

detail. 

 When reviewing the text choices of the children, I can see there are a 

wider range of text selections following book blankets. This is particularly 

noticeable when only non-fiction texts are on offer.

“I like when Miss Denby puts out books for us to look at because then we can read 

them in Golden Time. It’s fun to see what she likes.” (Tajya)

“Sometimes I don’t know what I want to read, but I find it easier when Miss D puts 

the books out on the rugs for us to explore together. It is really fun!” (Ben)



REFLECTIONS

 When introducing Reading Golden Time to my NQT class, I had many 

hopes for how children would engage with time to celebrate texts and 

share with their friends. 

 Now, in my 5th year of teaching, I have seen the impact of allowing 

children time to dive into texts and share with their peers, giving them time 

to share their likes and dislikes and take ownership of their reading 

environment. 

 By ‘guiding’ or supporting choices through Book Blankets, I have also 

widened the reading repertoires of my class.

 The next stage in this project is to encourage children to begin to lead 

Reading Golden Time, choosing texts for the Book Blankets for their peers, 

continuing to develop their ownership of our reading environment. 


